April 4 … Evening of Song

“An Evening of Song” will be presented on April 4 by the Madrigal Singers and the Two-Tones. The Madrigal singers will sing a program of several different songs by various composers and the Two-Tones will present a collection of some Renaissance ballots. The Two-Tones will explain which they will present at this event. 

The Student Council plans to sponsor an Intergalactic Day of Discussion. Although the exact date is undecided, students are being invited to be able to meet and discuss what they can do for society and themselves. Eventually they hope to form an organization of the four Catholic Colleges in Florida: St. Leo’s, Marymount, Biscayne, and Barry. Other colleges are being invited to list the names of their Newman Clubs. This organization would provide a free exchange of ideas among the various colleges in Florida.

Junior Chosen For U T Work

From June 20 to August 20, Junior Margarita de la Llera will be participating in an accelerated summer session at the University of Tennessee and the National University in Madrid. This program was open to college juniors majoring in speech and communication arts and was designed to increase the number of trained research chemists serving student bodies in the United States.

As a participant, Margarita will be treated as a graduate student. She will work with a staff of research students and officers, and a graduate research director and line in the field of chemistry and in the summer session for the second time. She will be granted $600 to cover the expense of the ten-week session.

SB Sponsors Scholarship

“Since we cannot be universal and know all that is to be known of everything, we ought to know a little about everything. For it is far better to know, about anything, than to know all about nothing.”

This quotation by Blake Pocock states precisely the wishes of the Social Board in its presentation of a $510.00 scholarship. This honor will be bestowed upon the student who can qualify.

The purpose of the Social Board scholarship is to give recognition to a student in the campus, who does not necessarily excel in the academic field, but who has a well-rounded social and academic life. Although the Social Board tries to list the most talented student, this scholarship is given to one who is often present at extra-curricular activities and the most active in the large community of Barry University. Other college students are encouraged to find the knowledge which they seek and to ask the name of a student who may be interested in it. This student must also be an active participant in the student body and who does not necessarily excel in the academic field.

The recipient of this scholarship is the student who will receive the $510.00 scholarship and the Social Board scholarship certificate.

SB Sponsors Scholarship

Unleashed System Starts

Effective at the beginning of the new quarter, March 29, absences will no longer be excused on the 14th of each month. A decision was made by the faculty to make the 14th a no-absence day. The Student Council has been working on a change in the cut system for seniors. The Student Council’s proposed change consisted of having dropouts audited for classes, while everyone, while the student is on the roll, will be granted a grace period. As an alternative the Student Council suggested that a distinction be made between excused absences and cut.
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April 2, 1965

To: Rich
From: Not To Riot

Are Barry students atypical?

I have frequently heard that Barry students are not representative of the average college student. This is not my experience. I believe that Barry students are no different than our peers at other institutions who are mainly interested in getting a degree, in being entertained, and in participating in some kind of extracurricular activity. We are just uninformed.

The faculty at Barry is very dedicated and has a genuine concern for the students. I have noticed that many of the professors are very accessible and willing to help students with their problems. The fact is, Barry is just as good as any other college.

I would be interested in hearing your thoughts on this matter. Do you believe that Barry students are atypical?

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---
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Teresian Life

Story of Excellence

by Judy Antinarella

"To find a sincere desire to converse oneself in God, I was conscious of the need for the Sunni Church."
Rose Marie Kamke, Teresian and Barry senior, thus introduced the discussion of the ideas of life and ideals of the secular or lay institute.

Rose Marie, a slim, dark-haired girl of German and Spanish ancestry, although familiar with lay institutes since she was very young, came into immediate contact with the Teresian Institute when she was a student at the university in Madrid, Spain.

Before entering with the Teresians, every girl, had "thought very much of getting married and entering the religious life." But she says, "I wanted better than to marry a man, which society today needs, and the consecration to God and to the apostolate." She says in her autobiography, "I entered in the university hostel of the Teresians in Madrid."

The emphasis on family life and the joy, peace, poise, and order, called my attention to the Teresian way of life. I was attracted by this Christ of others's affection and understanding for the world, not of the world.

Rose Marie left her native English country by a cultured European accent that she learned even at the Teresian Institute at the end of her freshman year.

"First, a girl asks permission to know and understand the Teresian way of life. Then, the participants to a measure in Teresian life while working or studying. After this period, if she is willing, the receives a temporary consecration, the Teresian Institute" and the image of St. Teresa of Avila, for whom the Institute is named.

This model is the symbol of entrance into the institute but one can't officially enter until the age of 17 years. At this time, before any promises or vows are made, there is a period of temporary consecration lasting until perpetual consecration, which is celebrated by a brieve. This final year is spent at the Institute of training in Rome, formerly in Spain. Usually a college degree is taken during this period. This includes the work for the Teresian do and Rose Marie will not go to Rome until she receives her degree.

The study is also accomplished through the written word to which end the students receive the Mary Marian magazine and a cultural and religious study is published.

The Teresian character is molded from the internal thought of the Christian thinker in whatever the member's field. "Femininity, devotedness, sincerity, Radigue, Rose Marie illustrated, "you must have personal convictions which are always elevated by prayer."

The work of the Teresians consists in teaching and in the apostolate. In Madrid, St. Teresa was the model for the apostles and the apostles were models for the Teresians.
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**The Queens...**

**Miss Mooney '65-'66**

by Yeomee Daley

Barbara Mooney, better known to most of us as "Boo", is the new Queen of "Ladies Day". Freshman from Patchock, N.Y., Barbara graduated from Villa Maria Academy last year. She is presently majoring in nursing, minoring in biology. Barbara plans to go into the field of pediatrics and obstetrics.

Although Barbara is a serious student, this is not her most winning quality. As her fellow Freshmen put it, "She has SPIRIT!" Barbara has been very active in class functions, writing songs and helping with Freshman Class Day and Olympics Day committees. She was also on Carol Ritchie's (Freshman class president's) election committee. Her classmates associate her with true spirit, willingness to work, and enthusiasm.

Barbara's interests are folk-singing, surfing, dancing, reading, and playing the piano. The thing she likes best about Barry is the friendly atmosphere and family spirit. The only thing she would change would be the curvature for Freshmen — more lenient, of course!

Our queen is a very talented girl. She is a member of Kathy Sloan's Abstracts and has written three or four folk songs and set them to music.

Barbara was very surprised to win — and very humble. This week will be an exciting one for her as she shares her prizes with some of her lucky friends — Pizza party at Billy's, Flower, and an Ice Cream Party, Wednesday.

The excitement will soon be over, prizes will be fed to memories, but Barbara will still be behind her class all the way. That's a true queen.

**Miss Goggin '64-'65**

by Lois Felker

When I was asked to write about our outgoing Queen for a Day, Mary Jo Goggin, I was confused — there were so many things to say about "M. J." The title "outgoing Queen" kept going through my mind, it seemed so fitting for Mary Jo is "outgoing" in so many things to say about "M. J." and an Ice Cream Party, Wednesday.

She is a member of Kathy Sloan's Abstracts and has written three or four folk songs and set them to music.

Barbara was very surprised to win — and very humble. This week will be an exciting one for her as she shares her prizes with some of her lucky friends — Pizza party at Billy's, Flower, and an Ice Cream Party, Wednesday.

The excitement will soon be over, prizes will be fed to memories, but Barbara will still be behind her class all the way. That's a true queen.

**Art Show To Open April 11 on Barry Campus**

The meaning of art carried out in a scheme of warm colors and defined in the poem by Sister Mary Georgene:

**ART ONLY IN PART**

**BEYOND,**

**It means taking a hand of hopes on beauty**

**taking time to think**

**breakings millions of moomentines**

**in lives without it**

**and THATS our part in ART...**

**to find**

**the kind of man with mind and heart**

**hiding**

**an ache for art**

**and find the kind**

**of art**

**that can quench the ache or break the heart of man**

**and then to join the two**

**again**

**it is the theme of the Barry College Art Show sponsored by the art students, April 11 through April 25.**

Mary Ann Powers, chairman, explained that to make students familiar and conscious of the art department and to give the art students an opportunity to display their talents are the important objectives of this art show.

Such mediums as drawing, painting, ceramics, sculpture, and photography may be entered in Rochester Art in the elementary school and the various classes will be displayed in the show.

Refreshments will be served April 11, opening night.

The schedule for the Art Show:

**Monday through Thursday:**

9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

**Friday:**

9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

**Saturday and Sundays:**

1:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

**answers to current events quiz**

1. A

2. A

3. C

4. C

5. D

6. A

7. B

8. C

9. D

10. A

11. C

12. B

13. C

14. C

15. D